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1 
Differential geometry 

The main purpose of this chapter is to fix our notation and to review the ideas and formulae 
of differential geometry we will make heavy use of. There are many excellent physicist-
oriented references on differential geometry. Two that we particularly like are [347] and 
[715]. Our approach here will be quite pragmatic, ignoring many mathematical details and 
subtleties that can be found in the many excellent books on the subject. 

1.1 World tensors 

A manifold is a topological space that looks (i.e. it is homeomorphic to) locally (i.e. in a 
patch) like a piece of Rd. d is the dimension of the manifold and the correspondence be
tween the patch and the piece of W1 can be used to label the points in the patch by Cartesian 
W1 coordinates x11. In the overlap between different patches the different coordinates are 
consistently related by a general coordinate transformation (GCT) x//x(x). Only objects 
with good transformation properties under GCTs can be defined globally on the manifold. 
These objects are tensors. 

A contravariant vector field (or (1, 0)-type tensor or just "vector") £(x) = ^/X(x)3/X is 
defined at each point on a J-dimensional smooth manifold by its action on a function 

£ : / — • £ / = £ % / , (1-1) 

which defines another function. These objects span a J-dimensional linear vector space at 
each point of the manifold called the tangent space T^10). The d functions ^(x) are the 
vector components with respect to the coordinate basis {3^}. 

A covariant vector field (or (0, l)-type tensor or differential 1-form) is an element of the 
dual vector space (sometimes called the cotangent space) T^01) and therefore transforms 
vectors into functions. The elements of the basis dual to the coordinate basis of contravari
ant vectors are usually denoted by {dx11} and, by definition, 

{dx^\dv)=8\, (1.2) 

which implies that the action of a form co = co^dx11 on a vector i=(x) = ^/x(x)3/x gives the 
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4 Differential geometry 

function 
(a>\S)=a>llp

l. (1.3) 

Under a GCT vectors and forms transform as functions, i.e. i='(x') = £(x(V)) etc., which 
means for their components in the associated coordinate basis 

dx'p 

dxf1 £"(*(*')) =£"(*'), 
dx11 

C01L(X(X')) —~ = CD'p(x'). (1.4) 

iq,r) More general tensors of type (q,r) can be defined as elements of the space Tp which 
is the tensor product of q copies of the tangent space and r copies of the cotangent space. 
Their components TM1 ^ vl...Vr transform under GCTs in the obvious way. 

It is also possible to define tensor densities of weight w whose components in a coordi
nate basis change under a GCT with an extra factor of the Jacobian raised to the power w/2. 
Thus, for weight w, the vector density components dM and the form density components 
to/x transform according to 

dx' w/2 

dx 

dx'p 

dxf1 

dx11 

~dxr~p 

\>v(x(x')) = &'"(*'), 

dx' 

dx 

w/2 (1.5) 

= *>'{x'\ 

where for the Jacobian we use the notation 

\dx' 

dx 

An infinitesimal GCT2 can be written as follows: 

8xlx =x'11 -xll = €lx{x). 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

The corresponding infinitesimal transformations of scalars <̂> and contravariant and covari-
ant world vectors (an alternative name for components in the coordinate basis) are:3 

8<f> = -€xdx<t> = -C€<t>, 

(1.8) 

Summation over repeated indices in any position will always be assumed, unless they are in parentheses. 
2 This is an element of a one-parameter group of GCTs (the unit element corresponding to the value 0 of the 

parameter) with a value of the parameter much smaller than 1. 
3 We use the functional variations Sep = (p\x) — (p(x) which refer to the value of the field 0 at two different 

points whose coordinates are equal in the two different coordinate systems. They are denoted in [795] by 
8Q. They should be distinguished from the total variations 8 = (p\xf) — (p(x) which refer to the values of 
the field 0 at the same point in two different coordinate systems. The relation between the two is 8(p = 
8</> — e^d^cj). The piece —exdx4> that appears in 8 variations is the "transport term," which is not present in 
other kinds of infinitesimal variations. The transformations 8 do enjoy a group property (their commutator 
is another 8 transformation), whereas the transformations 8 or the transport terms by themselves don't. 
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1.2 Affinely connected spacetimes 5 

and, for weight-it; scalar densities f, vector density components dM and the form density 
components fo^, 

8f=-exdxf-wdxe
xf =-C€f9 

8^ = -exdk^ + 9V6/Xt)v - wdke
x^ = - £ e t ^ , (1.9) 

Stop = -6A9AmM - d^tVy - wd^tv^ = -C€xo^ 

where C€ is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field e and [e, £] is the Lie bracket 
of the vectors e and £. The definition of the Lie derivative can be extended to tensors or 
weight-w tensor densities of any type: 

— cP% T^'"^P — 3 a^\TP^'"llP _l_ . . . 

+ dvle
pT^ppV2...Vq - wdke

xT^Pvv..Vq. (1.10) 

In particular the metric (a symmetric (0, 2)-type tensor to be defined later) and r-form (a 
fully antisymmetric type (0, r) tensor) transform as follows: 

Sguv = -^dxg^ - 2gH^dv)e
k = -Ceg^, 

SB^v..^r = -ekdxB^..^r -r(9[/Xl|6
A)^|/X2.../Xr] = -C€B^v..^r. 

The main properties of the Lie derivative are that it transforms tensors of a given type into 
tensors of the same given type, it obeys the Leibniz rule C€(TiT2) = (C€T\)T2 + T\C€T2, 
it is connection-independent, and it is linear with respect to e. Furthermore, it satisfies the 
Jacobi identity 

[£ f l, [Ch, Ch]] + [£ l2, [Ch, £ f l]] + [£fe, [Ch, £ l2]] = 0, (1.12) 

where the brackets stand for commutators of differential operators. The relation between 
the commutator [£^, C€] and the Lie bracket [£, 6] is 

[£*>£*] = A M I - (1-13) 

Thus, the Lie bracket is an antisymmetric, bilinear product in tangent space that also 
satisfies the Jacobi identity 

Ki, fe, fe]] + fe, & , &]] + & , Ki, fe]] = 0, (1.14) 

which one can use to give it the structure of Lie algebra. 

1.2 Affinely connected spacetimes 

The covariant derivative of world tensors is defined by 

VM0 = 9M0, 

V ^ = 3 ^ v + V £ ' , (1.15) 
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6 Differential geometry 

and on weight-it; tensor densities by 

V = d^v + T^tf - wF^\ (1.16) 

where V is the ajfaie connection, and is added to the partial derivative so that the covariant 
derivative of a tensor transforms as a tensor in all indices. This requires the affine connec
tion to transform under infinitesimal GCTs as follows: 

8rpV' = -c€V-Wv€p, (i.i7) 

and therefore it is not a tensor. In principle it can be any field with the above transformation 
properties and should be understood as structure added to our manifold. A J-dimensional 
manifold equipped with an affine connection is sometimes called an affinely connected 
space and is denoted by L</. 

The definition of a covariant derivative can be extended to tensors of arbitrary type in 
the standard fashion. Its main properties are that it is a linear differential operator that 
transforms type-(/?, q) tensors into (p, q + 1) tensors (hence the name covariant) and obeys 
the Leibniz rule and the Jacobi identity. 

Let us now decompose the connection into two pieces symmetric and antisymmetric 
under the exchange of the covariant indices: 

rllv
p = r0lvf + rUlvf. (1.18) 

The antisymmetric part is called the torsion and it is a tensor (which the connection is not) 

V > = - 2 I W \ (1.19) 

As we have said, the Lie derivative transforms tensors into tensors in spite of the fact 
that it is expressed in terms of partial derivatives. We can rewrite it in terms of covariant 
derivatives and torsion terms to make evident the fact that the result is indeed a tensor: 

C€^ = ekVx^ - Vve^v + €kTkp^9 (1.20) 

C^ = e ^ V ^ + V^vcov - ex(DpTx/, 

etc. It should be stressed that this is just a rewriting of the Lie derivative, which is indepen
dent of any connection. There are other connection-independent derivatives. Particularly 
important is the exterior derivative defined on differential forms (completely antisymmet
ric tensors) which we will study later in Section 1.7. 

The additional structure of an affine connection allows us to define parallel transport. In 
a generic spacetime there is no natural notion of parallelism for two vectors defined at two 
different points. We need to transport one of them keeping it "parallel to itself" to the point 
at which the other is defined. Then we can compare the two vectors at the same point. Using 
the affine connection, we can define an infinitesimal parallel displacement of a covariant 
vector cop in the direction of eM by 

<5p,&v = evTvll
p(Dp. (1.21) 
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1.2 Affinely connected spacetimes 7 

If co^ix) is a vector field, we can compare its value at a given point x11 + eM with the 
value obtained by parallel displacement from x11. The difference is precisely given by the 
covariant derivative in the direction e11: 

(*>n(x') ~ (cop + S^co^ix) = 6vVvtw^. (1.22) 

A vector field whose value at every point coincides with the value one would obtain by 
parallel transport from neighboring points is a covariantly constant vector field, Vyco^ = 0. 

If the vector tangential to a curve4 v11 = dx^/d^ = x11 is parallel to itself along the curve 
(as a straight line in flat spacetime) then 

vv Vvv^ = x11 + tfifYpa*1 = 0, (1.23) 

which is the autoparallel equation. This is the equation satisfied by an autoparallel curve, 
which is the generalization of a straight line to a general affinely connected spacetime. 
There is a second possible generalization based on the property of straight lines of being 
the shortest possible curves joining two given points (geodesies), but it requires the notion 
of length and we will have to wait until the introduction of metrics. 

We can understand the meaning of torsion using parallel transport: let us consider two 
vectors e{* and e2 at a given point of coordinates x11. Let us now consider at the point of 
coordinates x11 + e{* the vector t2 obtained by parallel-transporting e2 in the direction e{* 
and, at the point of coordinates x11 + e%, the vector e^ obtained by parallel-transporting 
6^ in the direction e2. In flat spacetime, the vectors e\, 62, e[, and e2 form an infinitesi
mal parallelogram since x11 + e^ + t2 = x11 + e2 + ^T- ^n a g e n e r a l affinely connected 
spacetime, the infinitesimal parallelogram does not close and 

(^ + ^ + e'f) - (x* + ^ + €'f) = e^T^. (1.24) 

Finite parallel transport along a curve y depends on the curve, not only on the initial and 
final points, so, if the curve is closed, the original and the parallel-transported vectors do 
not coincide. The difference is measured by the (Riemann) curvature tensor R^Vpa: let us 
consider two vectors e^ and e2 at a given point x11 and let us parallel-transport the vector 
co^ from x11 to x11 + e^ and then to x11 + e^ + e2. The result is 

*V + (*i + 4)rv/cop + e ^ ( 9 , r v / + I \ / r v / x > p + 0(e3). (1.25) 

If we go to the same point along the route x11 to x11 + e2 and then to x11 + e^ + e2 we 
obtain a different value and the difference between the parallel-transported vectors is 

Acotl = €^Rkv/cop, (1.26) 

where 
^/xvp°r(r) = 23[/xrV]p°r + 2r[ /x^° rrv]p . (1.27) 

Here we use the mathematical concept of a curve: a map from the real line R (or an interval) given as 
a function of a real parameter x11^), rather than the image of the real line in the spacetime. Thus, after 
a reparametrization £'(£), we obtain a different curve, although the image is the same and physically we 
would say that we have the same curve. 
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8 Differential geometry 

We can also define the curvature tensor (and the torsion tensor) through the Ricci identi
ties for a scalar </>, a vector £M, and a 1-form co^: 

[vM, vv] ^ = J V / r + v va$<\ (1.28) 
[VM, V v ] (Op = -COaRpvp* + T^VaCOp, 

or, for a general tensor, 

(1.29) 
and, using the antisymmetry of the commutators of covariant derivatives and the fact that 
the covariant derivative satisfies the Jacobi identity, one can derive the following Bianchi 
identities: 

^Wy] +^[aTpy] +T[a/3
pTy]p = 0, (1.30) 

^[aRpy]pa + T[ap Ry]8pa = 0. 

(The last two identities are derived from the Jacobi identity of covariant derivatives acting 
on a scalar and a vector, respectively.) 

In general, if we modify the affine connection by adding an arbitrary tensor5 r /xv
p, 

p p _^ f p — r P + r P (\ 3 n 
1 /xv r x /xv — x /xv ~ ^/xv 5 V X * J X / 

the curvature is modified as follows: 

^/xvp°r(r) = ^/xvp°r(r) — T^y Xxp
G + 2V[/xrV]p°r + 2r[/X|^°rr|V]p . (1.32) 

The /?/cd tensor is defined by 

-K/xv = -^/xpv = O'/xt pv O'pt ^ v T 1 /xA, 1 pv 1 p ^ 1 ^ v . ( ^ I . J J J 

In general it is not symmetric, but, according to the second Bianchi identity, 

% v ] = ^ V p r , / , (1.34) 

* * 
where we have used the modified divergence V/x and the modified torsion tensor T[iV

p, 

VM = VM - 7 ^ , T V = V - 2 r [ / x k / 5 | y / . (1.35) 

If we modify the connection as in Eq. (1.31), the Ricci tensor is also modified: 

^/xp(r) = R^p — T^v X\p
v + 2V[/xrV]pV + 2r[/X|^vT|y]p . (1.36) 

Another useful formula is the Lie derivative of the torsion tensor which, using the first 
two Bianchi identities, can be rewritten in the form 

A V = V M ( t x r x / ) + Vv{$%xp) - V A ( e % / ) - 3€XRlXllv]
p + €"Vff V . (1.37) 

Only if r transforms as a tensor can f transform as a connection. 
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1.3 Metric spaces 9 

1.3 Metric spaces 

To go further we need to add structure to a manifold: a metric in tangent space, i.e. an inner 
product for tangent-space vectors (symmetric, bilinear) associating a function g(i=, e) with 
any pair of vectors (£, e). This corresponds to a symmetric (0, 2)-type tensor g symmetric 
in its two covariant components g^v = g^v): 

^€=g(^€)=^€v
gllv. (1.38) 

The norm squared of a vector is just the product of the vector with itself, £2 = £ • £. The 
metric will be required to be non-singular, i.e. 

S = det(&„,)^0, (1.39) 

and locally diagonalizable into ^ = diag(H— ) for physical and conventional rea
sons. Thus, in d dimensions 

signg = ̂ - = (-l)d-\ (1.40) 
\g\ 

As usual, a metric can be used to establish a correspondence between a vector space and 
its dual, i.e. between vectors and 1-forms: with each vector ^ we associate a 1-form co^ 
whose action on any other vector rf is the product of £ and rj, co(rj) = ^rjl'g^v, which 
means the relation between components oov = ̂ g^. It is customary to denote this 1-form 
by £M and the transformation from vector to 1-form is represented by lowering the index. 

The inverse metric can be used as a metric in cotangent space and its components are 
those of the inverse matrix and are denoted with upper indices. The operation of raising 
indices can be similarly defined and the consistency of all these operations is guaranteed 
because the dual of the dual is the original vector space. The extension to tensors of higher 
ranks is straightforward. 

The determinant of the metric can also be used to relate tensors and weight w tensor 
densities, since it transforms as a density of weight w = 2 and the product of a tensor and 
gf transforms as a density of weight w. 

Furthermore, with a metric we can define the Ricci scalar R and the Einstein tensor GMV, 

tf = V > G^v = R^v-\g^vR^ (1.41) 

which need not be symmetric (just like the Ricci tensor). 
So far we have two independent fields defined on our manifold: the metric and the affine 

connection. An Lj spacetime equipped with a metric is sometimes denoted by (L^, g). The 
affine connection and the metric are related by the non-metricity tensor Q^vp, 

Qw^-Vtfvp. (1.42) 

If we take the combination V^gpG + ^pga/i — ^ag/ip and expand it, we find that the con
nection can be written as follows: 

V = V°v } + V + LIIV
p, (1.43) 
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10 Differential geometry 

where 

{ /fv } = ^ " l 9 ^ - + 9 ^ " 9 - ^ l ^L44> 
are the Christojfel symbols, which are completely determined by the metric, and K is called 
the contorsion tensor and is given in terms of the torsion tensor by 

(1.45) 
v p LT P If If 

Finally 
L^ = \{Q^ + Qv/ - GV}. (1.46) 

Observe that the contorsion tensor depends on the metric whereas the torsion tensor does 
not. Furthermore, observe that, since the contorsion and non-metricity tensors transform as 
tensors, the piece responsible for the non-homogeneous term in the transformation of the 
affine connection is the Christoffel symbol. 

With a metric it is also possible to define the length of a curve y, x11^), by the integral 

s= / d$y/gllv(x)x»xv. (1.47) 
Jy 

If we consider the above expression as a functional in the space of all curves joining two 
given points, we can ask which of those curves minimizes it. The answer is given by the 
Euler-Lagrange equations, which take the simple form 

••[i 1 -p-cr I M 
x11 +xpxG\ ^ f = 0 , (1.48) 

if we parametrize the curve by its proper length s. This is the geodesic equation, and is 
different from the autoparallel equation (1.23) whenever there is torsion and non-metricity. 

In the standard theory of gravity metric and affine connection are not independent vari
ables since we want to describe only the degrees of freedom corresponding to a massless 
spin-2 particle. To relate these two fields one imposes the metric postulate 

Q»pa = -V»gpa=0, (1.49) 

which makes the operations of raising and lowering of indices commute with the covariant 
derivative. A connection satisfying the above condition is said to be metric-compatible 
and a spacetime (Ld, g) with a metric-compatible connection is called a Riemann-Cartan 
spacetime and denoted by U^. 

Still, the metric postulate leaves the torsion undetermined. If we want to have a connec
tion completely determined by the metric, left as the only independent field, one has to 
impose the vanishing of the torsion tensor. The torsionless, metric-compatible connection 
is called Levi-Civita connection and its components are given by the Christoffel symbols.6 

A Riemann-Cartan spacetime U^ with vanishing torsion is a Riemann spacetime V^. 

Sometimes (specially in the supergravity context) the Levi-Civita connection is written V(g) to stress the 
fact that it is a function of the metric in order to distinguish it from arbitrary connections that are independent 
of the metric. We will do so only when necessary. 
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